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3 August 2018

Corporate Update
Pursuit Minerals (ASX:PUR) has filed an interview with Managing Director Jeremy Read on
Boardroom Radio.
The interview is focused on progress with the Company’s newly acquired projects in
Scandinavia as well as the positive fundamentals in the vanadium market.
To access the interview, please click on the following link or paste it into your browser:
https://www.boardroom.media/broadcast?eid=5b62a4c4b14eaa0d35078daa
The interview can also be
www.pursuitminerals.com.au.
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The interview will be available from 10.00am AEST on 3 August 2018.

About Pursuit Minerals
Pursuit Minerals listed on the ASX in August 2017 following the completion of acquisition of a
portfolio of projects from Teck Australia Pty Ltd, which remains Pursuit’s largest shareholder.
Led by a Board and Management team with a wealth of experience from all sides of minerals
transactions, Pursuit Minerals understands how to generate and capture the full value of
mineral resource projects. From local issues to global dynamics, Pursuit Minerals knows how
to navigate project development and deliver returns to shareholders and broader
stakeholders.
Pursuit’s project portfolio is focussed on the emerging Energy Metal, vanadium. In 2018,
through compilation and interpretation of historical data, Pursuit secured Exploration
Tenements in Sweden and Project Reservations in Finland, covering projects with historical
deposits of vanadium and extensive confirmed areas of vanadium mineralisation. Finland has
produced up to 10% of the world’s vanadium and is currently rated the number one jurisdiction
globally for developing mineral projects. Sweden has a long mining history and culture and
was the second country in the world where vanadium was recognised as a metal. With its
Sweden and Finland projects ideally positioned to take advantage of Scandinavia’s world-
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class infrastructure, cost effective power and stable legislative frameworks, Pursuit is looking
to accelerate assessment and potential development of its quality vanadium project portfolio.
With Europe rapidly transforming its energy grid to renewable energy, which will require large
increases in battery storage, Pursuit’s projects are well placed to participate in the energy
revolution underway.
For more information about Pursuit Minerals and its projects, visit:
www.pursuitminerals.com.au.
–

ENDS

–

Competent person’s statement
Statements contained in this announcement relating to historical exploration results, historical estimates of
mineralisation and Exploration targets are based on, and fairly represents, information and supporting
documentation prepared by Mr. Jeremy Read, who is a member of the Australian Institute of Mining & Metallurgy
(AusIMM), Member No 224610.
The historical mineral estimates for the Karhujupukka and Koitelainen magnetite-ilmenite-vanadium mineralisation,
are historical estimates and are not reported in accordance with the JORC Code. The Competent Person has not
done sufficient work to classify the historical estimate as a Mineral Resource in accordance with the JORC Code,
due to the unavailability of sufficient data. The historical mineral estimates for the Karhujupukka and Koitelainen
magnetite-ilmenite-vanadium mineralisation have been widely reported in the geological literature and hence are
easily accessible by members of the public. However, it is uncertain that following evaluation and/or further
valuation work if the historical estimates will be able to be reported as a Mineral Resources in accordance with the
JORC code.
Mr. Read is a full-time employee of the Company and has sufficient relevant experience in relation to the
mineralisation style being reported on to qualify as a Competent Person as defined in the Australian Code for
Reporting of Identified Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves (JORC) Code 2012. Mr Read consents to the use of
this information in this announcement in the form and context in which it appears.

Forward looking statements
Statements relating to the estimated or expected future production, operating results, cash flows and costs and
financial condition of Pursuit Minerals Limited’s planned work at the Company's projects and the expected results
of such work are forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements are statements that are not historical
facts and are generally, but not always, identified by words such as the following: expects, plans, anticipates,
forecasts, believes, intends, estimates, projects, assumes, potential and similar expressions. Forward-looking
statements also include reference to events or conditions that will, would, may, could or should occur. Information
concerning exploration results and mineral reserve and resource estimates may also be deemed to be forwardlooking statements, as it constitutes a prediction of what might be found to be present when and if a project is
actually developed.
These forward-looking statements are necessarily based upon a number of estimates and assumptions that, while
considered reasonable at the time they are made, are inherently subject to a variety of risks and uncertainties
which could cause actual events or results to differ materially from those reflected in the forward-looking
statements, including, without limitation: uncertainties related to raising sufficient financing to fund the planned work
in a timely manner and on acceptable terms; changes in planned work resulting from logistical, technical or other
factors; the possibility that results of work will not fulfil projections/expectations and realize the perceived potential
of the Company's projects; uncertainties involved in the interpretation of drilling results and other tests and the
estimation of gold reserves and resources; risk of accidents, equipment breakdowns and labour disputes or other
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unanticipated difficulties or interruptions; the possibility of environmental issues at the Company's projects; the
possibility of cost overruns or unanticipated expenses in work programs; the need to obtain permits and comply
with environmental laws and regulations and other government requirements; fluctuations in the price of gold and
other risks and uncertainties.
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